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Best Execution - MiFID I to MiFID II

MiFID I MiFID II

Requirements The overarching Mifid II best execution obligation requires firms 

to take all reasonable steps to obtain the best possible result, 

taking into account a range of execution factors, when executing 

client orders or placing orders with (or transmitting orders to) 

other entities to execute. 

The overarching Mifid II best execution obligation requires firms 

to take all sufficient steps to obtain the best possible result, 

taking into account a range of execution factors, when executing 

client orders or placing orders with (or transmitting orders to) 

other entities to execute. 

Instrument 

Scope

• Equities

*All asset were under scope but due to lack of data it was 

difficult to prove best execution in non-equity markets

• Equities & Equity-like

• Bonds

• Derivatives

• Structured Finance Products

• Emission Allowances

Importance and 

Change

1. to ensure protection for investors; 

2. to sustain the integrity of the price formation 

process, which itself underpins all trading activity;

3. to promote competition among trading venues in 

increasingly fragmented markets. 

1. Introduction of price transparency across all 

instruments to aide better price discovery

2. Greater focus across to prove Best Execution across 

non-equity asset classes



JUN 2014 

MiFID II / MiFIR

published in the 

Official Journal

MiFID II TIMELINES

MAY 2014 

Council approves 

MiFID II / MiFIR

MAY 2014 

ESMA published a 

Discussion Paper 

and a Consultation 

Paper to gather 

industry’s initial 

views

2014 2016 2017 2018

Operationalizing MiFID II Implementating MiFID II

2015

DEC 2014

ESMA published 

its Technical 

Advice to the 

Commission and

a key Consultation 

Paper on draft 

RTS / ITS

JUN 2015

ESMA published 

and sent to the 

Commission its 

first set of 

Technical 

Standards

DEC 2015

ESMA publishes 

the ITS and 

submits these to 

the commission

MAY 2016

Council and Parliament agree 

with the proposal from the EC 

to delay the application of 

MiFID II to 3 Jan 2018 and the 

deadline for implementation in 

national laws to 3 July 2017

JUL 2017

MiFID II must be 

transposed into 

national law of 

Member States

JAN 2018

MiFID II / MiFIR comes 

into effect

RTS Reporting 

April 2018  - RTS 28

June 2018 – RTS 27

SEP 2015

ESMA publishes 

the RTS and 

sumbits these to 

the Commission

The timeline for MiFID II compliance is now clear but 

time is passing. There is so much work to do before 

January 2018 that it is important to act now to ensure 

your business and operations will be MiFID ready in 

time. Once you have the right solutions and services 

in place, the challenging workload that MiFID II 

requires will be easier to get to grips with.



Best Execution Factors

Best 
Execution 
Factors

Price

Speed

Cost

Size

Execution & 
Settlements

Nature of 
Order

Implicit Costs

• Market Impact

Explicit Costs

• Internal Costs represents a firms 

own renumeration for completing a 

transaction

• External Costs such as fees, taxes, 

exchange fees

Latency

• CLOB: Venue Latency

• RFQ: Quote Duration 

Consolidated Prices

• EBBO

• Average Prices

• Benchmark Prices

Order Size

• Price Comparisons

Likelihood Of Execution & 
Settlement
• Depth Of Trading
• Ability to execute to client 

instructions

Order Characteristics

• Buy

• Sell

• Limit

• Order Faciliatiaton

• FOK

• GTC



Best Execution – Market Structure

Trading Venue

Multilateral

Regulated 
Market (RM)

Multilateral 
Trading Facility 

(MTF)

Organized 
Trading Facility 

(OTF)

Off-Venue / OTC

Bilateral

Systematic 
Internaliser (SI)

Non-SI

Listed OTC Instruments

New No No Yes No No

Discretionary No No Yes Yes Yes

Pre-trade 

transparency

Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Post-trade 

transparency

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Examples LSE, LIFFE,… TR Matching, 

FXALL

Brokers,… Banks Bilateral 

Counterparties



Best Execution Obligations for Professional and Retail Clients

Best 
Execution

Best Execution 
Mandate

• Professional/Retail

• Tailored for Trading 
Model

Best Execution 
Policy

• Statement

• Review Effectiveness

Best Execution 
Reporting

• As an execution venue

• As an investment firm

Systematic 
Internaliser Price

• Reflect Pricing on 
Trading Venues

• Best Execution

New Obligations

 Upgrade in MiFID II from “take all reasonable steps” to “take all 

sufficient steps” to achieve the best possible results for their clients

New Reporting requirements

 Investment firms who execute client orders will be obliged to 

report top five execution venues where they executed client orders 

in the preceding year and information on the quality of execution 

obtained

 Trading venues, Systematic Internalisers and other execution venues 

(Market Makers & Liquidity Providers) are required to make data 

relating to the quality of execution available to the public at no 

charge.



Best Execution – Building & Maintaining Policies

• Firms to establish and implement an order execution policy to allow them to obtain, for their client orders, the best possible result 

Requirement for a Policy

• The order execution policy shall include, in respect of each class of financial instruments, information on the different venues where 
the investment firm executes its client orders and the factors affecting the choice of execution venue. 

Detail by Product Class

• That information shall explain clearly, in sufficient detail and in a way that can be easily understood by clients, how orders will be 
executed by the investment firm for the client. 

Clarity

• Where the order execution policy provides for the possibility that client orders may be executed outside a trading venue, the
investment firm shall, in particular, inform its clients about that possibility… obtain the prior express consent of their clients

OTC Trading

• Investment firms who execute client orders to monitor the effectiveness of their order execution arrangements and execution policy 
in order to identify and, where appropriate, correct any deficiencies. In particular, they shall assess, on a regular basis, whether the 
execution venues included in the order execution policy provide for the best possible result for the client or whether they need to 
make changes to their execution arrangements., taking account of, inter alia, the information published under paragraphs 3 and 
6.(Execution Venue Report & Investment Firm Report)

Policy Effectiveness



Best Execution – Client Catergorisation and Onboarding

The obligation applies to executing orders in any type of financial instrument, including  OTC derivatives.

It applies when a firm executes orders, provides portfolio management and when receiving and transmitting orders; 
not applicable if client gives specific instruction.

Applies to both retail and professional clients (not including ECPs).

It applies to different trading models, including RFQ. 

CESR Q&A of May 2007 in relation to RFQ still relevant. 

Four-fold cumalative test to take into account when categorizing professional clients:

• Who initiates the transaction: if a firm suggests that a retail client enters into a  specific transaction, the client is more 
likely to rely on the firm

• Market practice: in markets where it is common to shop around for a quote, there is less  expectation that the chosen 
party will provide best execution

• Relative transparency of the market: clients rely more on the firm to price the transaction where they have less access to 
prices than the firms

• The way the firm may have described the relationship is relevant but not determinative.

Starting position for all market models is that Best Execution should apply to all firms which owe agency or contractual 

obligations to their clients



Best Execution Reporting Scenarios

Trading VenueSell-SideBuy-SideInvestor

Bond
• Investor partakes in fund managed by 

Buy-Side

• Buy-Side sends RFQ to sell-side

• Sell-side quotes & executes off own 

book

• Sell-side trades own position on 

Trading Venues

Trading VenueSell-SideBuy-SideInvestor

RTS 28: Investment Firms
• Top 5: Sell-Side Firms RTS 28: Investment Firms

• Top 5: Own Book

RTS 27: Execution Venue

RTS 28: Investment Firms
• Top 5: Sell-Side Firms RTS 28: Investment Firms

• Top 5: Own Book

RTS 27: Execution VenueRTS 27: Execution Venue

RTS 27: Execution Venue

Bond
• Investor partakes in fund managed by 

Buy-Side

• Buy-Side sends RFQ to sell-side

• Sell-side finds liquidity on trading 

venue and quotes back to Buy-side 

with margin

• Sell-side trades with buy-side with 

back-to-back to venue



Best Execution Reporting – RTS 27

Frequency

Produced every quarter by Execution Venues: Trading Venues, Systematic 
Internalisers

Market Makers and Liquidity Providers – Most Banks!

Content Highlight

• Market Information – Identification, Outages, Auctions, Failed Transactions

• Intraday Pricing – Periodic Record of Prices by Size by instrument (up to 4 
times a day)

• Daily Pricing – Average Transaction Price, VWAP, High, Low

• Costs by instrument – Description: Execution Fees, Settlement Fees, 
Market Data Fees
Nature/Scale: rebates, non-monetary benefits and taxes/levies
Total value: rebates, non-monetary benefits and taxes/levies
Total value: Execution Fees, Settlement Fees, Market Data Feesa

• Likelihood of Execution: Number of Orders/RFQs per instrument, execution ratios, 
execution value, size info

• (For CLOB: Best Bid/Offer and corresponding sizes 4 times a day)

• For CLOB: Average spread, vol at BBO, no. of cancellations/mods, FOK 
failures, LIS executions, interruptions, etc)

• For RFQ – Mean and median time between RFQ & Quote. Mean and 
Median time Execution request & execution



Best Execution Reporting – RTS 28

RTS 28 Reports

Frequency

Produced on an annual basis, firm must provide a report by asset class 

(defined groupings)

Content Highlight

• Importance price, costs, speed, likelihood of execution, etc when making 

assessment of BestEx

• Any close links, conflicts of interests with execution venues used to execute 

orders

• Specific arrangements with any execution venues re payments, discounts, 

rebates or benefits

• Factors that led to a change in list of execution venues if a change occurred;  

• Explanation of how order execution differs according to client categorisation;  

• Retail only: explanation of when other criteria were given precedence over 

immediate price and cost

• Data and/or tools used to judge the quality of execution 

• If applicable, how output of a consolidated tape will allow for the development 

of enhanced measures of execution quality or any other algorithms used to 

optimise and assess execution performances. 



Best Execution Monitoring – Central Limit Order Books

Speed

• Fill Latencies

Cost

• Spreads

• Market Impact

Likelihood Of Execution

• Depth of Market

• Liquidity

• RFQ Hits/Rejects

• Venue Analysis

• Fill Percentages

Price

• EBBO

• VWAP, IVWAP

• TWAP

• PWP

• Open

• Close



Best Execution Monitoring – RFQ: Pre-Trade Market Quotes

 Historical comparative spreads
 Average Spreads
 Spreads by Time (percentage of time at each unique spread level)
 Spreads by amount
 Spread Time series (Ability to select multiple streams for 

comparison)
 Bid/Offer Time Series
 Spread Ranking 
 Quote duration / refresh rates 
 Leaders and followers of price moves

Dashboard showing the consistency of spreads from a liquidity provider

Dashboard showing quality and consistency of spreads from all LPs, EUR/USD Dashboard showing historical relative spreads from all LPs



Best Execution Monitoring – RFQ: Execution Analysis

Example of trade snapshot ‘Order Audit’ showing full book of available liquidity 

available at time of trade 

 Full execution transparency - clear audit of every trade to show 
execution at best price available

 Display market prices before, at and after trade execution
 Monitor LP hold times – and compare to rejections – are you 

being last-looked?
 This analysis allows you to address any issues you discover 

directly with your LPs, to improve your overall execution

Chart showing market pricing around trade execution

Analysis of Liquidity Provider hold times



Best Execution Monitoring – RFQ: Post Trade Analysis

Example of volume / rejections per Liquidity Provider

Client volume traded heatmap, total traded in lower half Distribution of trades across ccy pairs with single LP

 Fill % analysis based on trade size, ccy pair, time
 Fill % per taker, by LP (& vice versa)
 Fill % Time Series 
 Fill % Ranking
 Rejection Categorization 
 Volume analysis and comparison
 Volume per taker, by LP (& vice versa)
 Volume Ranking
 Volume Time Series
 Time Series of taker orders (identifying toxic flow)
 Rejections per client and ccy
 Client slippage
 Heatmaps of client activity 
 Market pricing and trading activity by time/size



Best Execution Monitoring – OTC Derivatives & Illiquid Instruments

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

1/1/17 2/1/17 3/1/17

Unobservable Market Prices

Price

'Mark To Model' 
The pricing of a specific investment position or portfolio based on 

internal assumptions or financial models. This contrasts with 

traditional mark-to-market valuations, in which market prices are 

used to calculate values as well as the losses or gains on 

positions.

Proxy Instruments
In light of having no observable prices for a particular instrument then 

another method to benchmark trades is to look for instruments that act 

as a proxy. E,g Spot Gold and Exchange Traded Gold Futures

Level 1 Asset - E.G Listed stocks, bonds, funds, or any asset that 

have regular 

“mark to market” mechanisms for pricing

Level 2 Assets - E.G Interest Rate Swaps, where the asset value can be 

determined 

Based on the observed values for underlying interest rates and 

market-determined risk 

Level 3 Assets - E.G Asset backed securities and mortgage back 

securities

1 2

* Financial Accounting Standards Board – Asset Classifications 



MIFID II is creating a greater data and technology pressures on firms

Order / Execution 
Data

Multiple execution data 
stores

Fixed Income/FX OMS

Inconsistent Formats

Market Data

New Venues

New APAs

Timestamps

Reference Data

Classification Codes

LEIs

Unstructured 
Data

Disparate Chat/IM

Multilingual Voice to 
Text

Understanding Domain

Sparse Data

Lack of data points for 
certain instruments

Data Models

Reporting fields for 
RTS 27 & 28 reports

Data Acquisition 
& Storage

Disparate systems 
(Black Box)

Multi-asset

Higher level of 
granularity (Tick)

Voice/Text 
Systems

Difficult to capture 
data from phone and 

chat systems

Technical Challenges

Data Challenges



Target Operating Model

Reference

Classification Codes

LEI

Flags and Indicators

Waivers

Total Market Size 

Market Data Feeds

RM’s

APA’s

MTF’s

OTF’s

Contributed Pricing

Historical Data

Level 1 and Level 2 data

DATA FOUNDATIONS

SI 

Determination 

/ Monitoring

Cross-Asset 

Transaction Cost 

Analysis

Best 

Execution 

(RTS 27, 

28)

Market Data 

Reporting 

(RTS 22, 23, 

24, 25)

Transparency 

Waivers

(3, 4)

&

Transparency

(RTS 1, 2)

MAR Cross-

over
Data Publication & 

Access

(RTS 13, 14, 15, 16)

MIFID II COMPLIANCE

Client Data

Order/Execution

System Information 

(outages/Disruptions)

Internal Prices

Thomson Reuters Velocity Analytics platform will integrate the requisite data needed to address the complex MIFID Challenges



MiFID II & Beyond: Velocity Analytics



Questions?


